Enabling 3D Integration Through Optimal Topography
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Abstract—In a 3D stacked IC, through-silicon vias (TSVs) are utilized to interconnect dies vertically. In one common TSV practice, via-first TSVs directly connect the first metal layer of a die and the top metal layer of the die above it. However, the landing pads on the first metal layer, due to their large area and presence of features with widely varying sizes, may result in serious topographic errors after chemical-mechanical polishing. These errors result in cumulative effects in up interconnect layer processing steps, thereby causing yield and performance problems. In this paper, we analyze the impact of TSV landing pads on topography and present a technique to minimize it. We first show that traditional fill methodology is inefficient due to large metal density variations. After selecting best fill possible through conducting design of experiments (DOEs), we run CMP simulations on another DOE to find the impact of TSV to TSV pitch on final topography. Finding (DOEs), we run CMP simulations on another DOE design of experiments density variations. After selecting best fill possible through conducting design of experiments (DOEs), we run CMP simulations on another DOE to find the impact of TSV to TSV pitch on final topography. Finding a minimum pitch from this experiment, we apply force-directed TSV separation during placement. We achieve 24% ~ 36% improvement in topography variation with only 0.5% ~ 2.0% wirelength increase. The improvements presented herein will enable manufacturability of 3D circuits with reduced topographic variations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) have emerged as a promising candidate to improve die-to-die latency of 2D (traditional) ICs. In a 3D IC, the dies are stacked vertically and connected with through-silicon vias (TSVs) as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, for the same logic design, the footprint area of a 3D IC implementation is smaller than a 2D IC. Several recent works ([1] and [2]) have shown that smaller footprint area of a 3D IC leads to shorter total wirelength, which in turn leads to better chip performance [3].

3D IC is enabled by the fabrication of TSVs and die-to-die bonding. In a via-first TSV process, TSVs are etched through the silicon and filled with copper or tungsten. The topmost interconnect layer of one die is connected to the lowest interconnect layer (M1) of another die. TSV landing pads are used in M1 and Mtop layers to make the connection. TSV landing pads are laid out in the standard routing metal layer, hence a direct connection to the metal wires and eventually to transistors is possible.

TSV landing pads are designed to be larger than TSVs to prevent overlay error [4]. In practice, a TSV landing pad can be many times wider than the minimum M1 feature size. For example, a typical TSV diameter in demonstration is about 3 to 5μm, whereas the minimum M1 wire width is 65nm in 45nm technology. Such a wide range of metal features increases the feature density mismatch significantly, thereby resulting in topographic non-uniformities and large density gradients due to chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) which is highly dependent on the underlying metal feature density [5], [6].

Fill synthesis has been widely used as a post-route process to achieve the uniform feature density and also to meet the target feature density [7]–[9], [11]. During fill synthesis, floating or grounded metal fills are inserted into layouts so that the feature density in any layout window satisfies the feature density constraints.

When a layer contains widely varying feature sizes and metal densities, however, dummy fill insertion alone cannot mitigate the topography variation entirely. Moreover, the cumulative effect of the topographic variations for the rest of the eight to twelve interconnect layers signifies the importance of perfect uniformity at the lowest interconnect layer [10]. In this paper we study the impact of TSV landing pads on topography variation, and propose techniques to help minimize the topography variation.

II. FINDING OPTIMAL FILL PATTERN

Accurate estimation of post-CMP topography requires a time-consuming full-chip CMP simulation because simple mathematical CMP models are inaccurate or simply not available [13]. In addition, M1 feature densities and patterns of 3D ICs are very different from those of 2D ICs. Consequently, it is hard to find the optimal fill pattern for each window when TSVs exist in the layout. Therefore, we conduct a DOE similar to the DOE shown in [12] to find the optimal fill pattern to minimize the topography variation in 3D ICs. We target selecting a topography-optimal fill using traditional fill methodology. For CMP simulation, we use Calibre CMPAnalyzer [15] with 45nm CMP model provided by Mentor Graphics. The parameters and assumptions used for device process and TSVs are shown in Table I.

In this DOE, we create a three-pass fill insertion algorithm, which starts from the largest fill pattern to the smallest fill pattern based on the fill practice in industry [17]. Figure 2 shows an example of three-pass filling, where W_i and L_i are the fill pattern width and length of i-th pass filling respectively. In each experiment, we choose a fill pattern with the following four parameters: (1) Fill pattern width, (2)
As aspect ratio (AR) = $L_y/W_y$, (3) Width ratio (WR) = $W_{i+2}/W_{i+1}:W_y$, (4) Stagger amount.

Fill pattern width is defined as the width used in the third pass filling, i.e., $W_3$ in Figure 2. We also apply staggering in the x and y directions as offsets between the previous and the current fill patterns. In Figure 2, the two first-pass fills have y-direction staggering, while the second-pass fills have x-direction staggering. In this experiment, we use both x- and y-direction staggering. The target feature density is 60% and we regulate the spacing between two fill patterns to meet the target density. The set of fill parameters we use in this DOE is listed as:

- **Fill pattern width**: $2 \times$ or $4 \times$ the minimum $M1$ width
- **AR**: 2 or 4
- **WR**: [1:3:5] or [1:5:10]
- **Staggering**: $0.2 \times$ or $0.4 \times$ fill pattern width

Table II shows the CMP simulation results of this DOE set. Based on the simulation results, we choose the following parameters: (1) fill pattern width = $2 \times$ the minimum $M1$ width, (2) AR = 2, (3) WR = 1:5:10, and (4) staggering = $0.4 \times$ fill pattern width, to perform the fill synthesis. Figure 2 shows a layout example after our three-pass fill insertion algorithm is applied.

### III. DOES for CMP-Friendly 3D IC LAYOUTS

CMP is a complicated process and there is no accurate simple way for quick estimation of post-CMP final topography. Moreover, the big effective length of CMP process (e.g. 200µm) makes it even harder to predict the final topography when TSVs are spread out over the entire layout. In this section, therefore, we generate many test layouts having TSVs, run CMP simulation on them, and find out general trends of CMP-friendly 3D IC layouts. We use the optimal fill algorithm from previous section, and see whether TSV placement would have an impact on topography that traditional fill cannot fix.

#### A. TSV Arrays without Standard Cells (DOE1)

As fill synthesis has been widely used to achieve uniform feature density in 2D ICs, we place TSVs only in this DOE and insert metal fills to see if fill alone can fix topography. The reason we place TSVs only is because having no obstacles (local $M1$ wires inside standard cells) in between TSVs can give the highest degree of freedom to the fill synthesizer. Figure 3 shows the TSV structure for this DOE study. There are 100 (or 400) TSVs forming a $10 \times 10$ (or $20 \times 20$) array, and the distance between two adjacent TSVs is $d$. Two variables exist in this DOE; $d$ and the target metal density for fill synthesis. Changing $d$ shows the impact of densely-placed or sparsely-placed TSVs on final topography while changing the metal density shows the optimal density for better final topography. Table III shows the full range of $d$ and the target metal density.

Table IV shows the final topography when the metal density changes from 30% to 60% and the TSV-to-TSV distance changes from 12µm to 42µm. As the table shows, layouts in which TSVs are placed densely have higher topography range (MAX-MIN) and also higher topography variation (STD). For example, the topography range and variation of a layout whose metal density is 40% and TSV-to-TSV distance is 12µm are respectively 62.85Å and 3.90Å when the TSV count is 400. However, when the TSV-to-TSV distance is 22µm, the topography range becomes 16.72Å and the topography variation becomes 1.10Å. In addition, higher metal density has lower topography ranges and variations as expected. As the metal density increases and the TSV-to-TSV distance increases, the topography range and variation decreases. Therefore, we can conclude that TSVs need to be placed sparsely for a CMP-friendly 3D IC design when the TSVs are not surrounded by standard cells.

#### B. TSV Arrays with Standard Cells (DOE2)

In this DOE study, we investigate the relationship between the placement pattern of TSVs and its CMP simulation results when
TABLE IV
DOE1: Final topography (Å) when the metal density and the TSV-to-TSV distance change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal density</th>
<th>Distance (μm)</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>40%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>60%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># TSVs = 100</td>
<td>MAX − MIN STD</td>
<td>MAX − MIN STD</td>
<td>MAX − MIN STD</td>
<td>MAX − MIN STD</td>
<td>MAX − MIN STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>63.90</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>49.60</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>30.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>60.14</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>21.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>15.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18.58</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>11.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>16.55</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| # TSVs = 400  | MAX − MIN STD | MAX − MIN STD | MAX − MIN STD | MAX − MIN STD | MAX − MIN STD |
| 12            | 82.96         | 5.44| 62.85| 3.90| 44.60| 2.65 |
| 16            | 40.27         | 3.05| 22.20| 1.46| 23.22| 0.87 |
| 22            | 17.45         | 1.21| 16.72| 1.10| 14.60| 0.74 |
| 30            | 20.88         | 1.45| 17.59| 1.24| 10.20| 0.84 |
| 42            | 17.70         | 1.45| 15.43| 1.12| 10.44| 0.77 |

Fig. 4. DOE2 - varying TSV-to-TSV pitch in a TSV array. TSV landing pad width is 10μm. Left: pitch = 20μm. Right: pitch = 50μm. (dark squares: TSV landing pads, light lines: standard cells)

TSVs are surrounded by standard cells in realistic circuits. The test case generation step is as follows: (1) we first insert TSVs on a 2D layout, (2) we place standard cells without violating the keep-off distance rule by putting placement obstacles on the TSVs, and (3) we route the circuit and insert fills using the optimal fill pattern described in Section II. The target fill density is 60%. The circuit used in this DOE is FFT1 as shown in Table V. Its 2D layout size is 1.3mm × 1.3mm.

For this DOE, we construct an $N_1 \times N_2$ TSV array where $N_1 = 25$ and $N_2 = 20$. The variable of this DOE is the TSV-to-TSV pitch ($P_T$). Figure 4 shows two examples when the TSV-to-TSV pitch is small vs. large, and Table III shows the full range of $P_T$.

Figure 5 shows the topography range (MAX-MIN) of DOE2.1 When the TSV-to-TSV pitch ($P_T$) is small (e.g. 12.35μm), the topography range is very high (~95Å) even after fill synthesis. As $P_T$ increases, however, the topography range decreases rapidly and then becomes flat when $P_T$ becomes bigger than about 20μm.

IV. APPLICATION TO TOPOGRAPHY-AWARE GLOBAL PLACEMENT

The DOE studies in the previous section show that TSVs need to be spread out for better final topography. In this section, therefore, we use the global and detailed placement package presented in [2], which is based on a quadratic force-directed algorithm, and add a repulsive force to separate TSVs for minimization of topography variation.

Topography: Table VII shows the final topography range (MAX-MIN) and the topography variation (STD) for FFT1 and FFT2 circuits. The variation decreases significantly from 15.97Å to 12.19Å when $d_m = 40μm$ for FFT1. Similarly, the variation decreases from 8.10Å to 5.18Å when $d_m = 50μm$ for FFT2. Therefore, we observe that topography variation is improved by separating TSVs.

TABLE VI
DOE2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_T$</th>
<th>Topography (Å)</th>
<th>Gradient (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX−MIN STD</td>
<td>MAX−MIN STD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>95.15 18.91</td>
<td>59.42 7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>78.21 14.18</td>
<td>59.97 5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.58</td>
<td>80.15 12.35</td>
<td>58.25 4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.94</td>
<td>74.42 11.81</td>
<td>56.71 3.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wirelength overhead: Since we intentionally separate TSVs to increase the distance between two close TSVs, separating TSVs is expected to result in wirelength increase. Table VII also shows the wirelength increase after global and detailed routing.

In both FFT1 and FFT2 cases, the total wirelength monotonically increases as \( d_{\text{min}} \) increases. However, wirelength of a single die may not increase monotonically as we optimize locations of cells and TSVs in both dies simultaneously to minimize the overall wirelength.

However, the wirelength overhead for all the cases in our placement remains less than 2.2%. Therefore, separating TSVs does not cause serious wirelength overhead while decreasing the topography variation significantly.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we address the manufacturability problem of 3D ICs. The large landing pads of through-silicon vias (TSVs) cause topographic variations for which traditional metal fill is not sufficient. After devising a multi-pass fill pattern using a DOE to minimize the topography variation of 3D ICs, we find a CMP-friendly TSV-to-TSV pitch value using a DOE. We find that by placing TSVs sparsely, we can improve topography. Therefore we apply a repulsive force between TSVs during global placement. Our experimental results show that we achieve a 10.69% improvement in topography range and 36.05% improvement in standard deviation with only 0.5% ~ 2.0% wirelength increase. The proposed method enables manufacturability of TSVs with reduced topography errors.
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